LAFONN TAX BILL
PASSES FIRST TEST
BY 49 TO 41 VOTE

The American Legion and
Republican leaders in the
House of Representatives
voted for the first time
against the gross receipts tax bill.

In a speech to the House of Repr'esentatives today, Mr. F. W. Pfeifer,
introduced the motion to pass the bill.

The House approved the bill by
a vote of 49 to 41. This was the first time the bill had been
brought to the floor of the House.
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The family is the backbone of society. And its home is its castle.

In a recent dispatch from Moscow it was reported that the price of bread in Moscow has been driven to such a high level that more than 100,000 persons are being compelled to live on bread alone.

The family is the backbone of society. And its home is its castle.
Better Times Are HERE AGAIN

Look over These Exceptional Values!
With the trend of prices definitely upward, now is the time to take advantage of these unusually fine cars at record low prices.

Experts say Floating Power in Big Dodge SIX gives Extra Smoothness—Plus Economy

By Floating Power your engine runs with a smoothness you've never seen before. It's Floating Power that makes the new Dodge Six so easy to drive.

Prices there are thousands of miles of improvement and conveniences at such low rates.

FREE PRIZES $30 IN CASH TO BE GIVEN AWAY FREE PRIZES

In order to make this advertising campaign one of the outstanding offers in the city, we are offering the best list of these non-copyrighted words and also the best copy so WHY THE NEW DEAL WILL BRING US OUT OF THE DEPRESSION, see the amazing difference. Be sure to keep them with your copy. You must read every ad every week to avoid missing some of the words.

TOM WHITE SERVICE STATION
Texaco Oils, Greases and Gasoline
Stop here and get a sample of that fine 38-Gallon Standard Oil. We have found out many more and good results as well as the savings in transportation. Try our Oils, Greases and Gasoline, the quality makes it a pleasure to use. If you are interested in our new line of Greases, Grease Manufacturers use this line for their own cars.

USE ICE—IT'S GOOD ECONOMY
Don't let expensive foods spoil and go to waste. Preserve them with a few cents worth of ice at a day, just fill No. 16. We'll deliver that pure, distilled water per to you.

FULTON ICE COMPANY

BUILD and REPAIR NOW BEFORE PRICES ADVANCE

Place your orders early now. While we would have made a wise choice whether you need new or used parts now, it is too high to put into your body too. And the trend indicates that prices will be up in the fall, which is the time to act. The trend is upward.

PIERCE-CEQUIN & CO.
LUMBER AND BUILDING MATERIALS

We Are Showing New Ladies' Winter Coats and Full Dresses
$1.00 deposit will hold any coat or dress that you may select now.

L. KASNOW

Canning Supplies for the Housewife

These are canning and preserving days. Prices of fruits and vegetables make it important to can or preserve in order to have the same quality of fruit and vegetables in the coming winter. We have all you need to do your canning and preserving at the lowest price if you need to buy more.

BOAZ & HESTER
DELIVERY SERVICE WITHOUT CHARGE